Background {#Sec1}
==========

Cryopreservation of supernumerary embryos generated after Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART) treatments allows an eventual frozen embryo transfer (FET) cycle and improves cumulative pregnancy rates. Supernumerary embryos are routinely cryopreserved either at cleavage stage (day 2 or 3) or at blastocyst stage (day 5 day 6). Since it is not yet clear which strategy is more beneficial for the FET outcome \[[@CR1]\], we focused this study in our current clinical practice: cleavage stage embryo cryopreservation. The two available cryopreservation methods used for cleavage stage embryos at the moment are slow freezing and vitrification. Even though vitrification has proven to result in higher survival rates than slow freezing \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\], slow frozen embryos can reach the same implantation rate per embryo transferred as vitrified embryos \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\]. Regardless of the cryopreservation method, it is crucial to perform morphological evaluation of the embryos both, before cryopreservation and after thawing/warming to ensure sufficient embryo quality for transfer in the FET cycle.

Before cryopreservation, embryos are selected based on the morphological characteristics. As stated in the guidelines \[[@CR8]\], only optimal cleavage stage embryos --i.e. 4-cell stage embryos at 44 ± 1 h post insemination, 8-cell stage embryos at 68 ± 1 h post insemination with \<10% fragmentation, stage-specific cell size and no multinucleation \[[@CR9]\]-- should be cryopreserved. Nevertheless, in practice, most authors report less strict criteria, e.g. freezing embryos with up to 50% fragmentation \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], with \<8 and \>8 blastomeres \[[@CR6], [@CR10], [@CR12]--[@CR21]\] and without taking cell size --i.e. symmetry-- into consideration \[[@CR6], [@CR13], [@CR15], [@CR21]--[@CR23]\], perhaps to avoid discarding embryos with acceptable implantation potential. The presence of asymmetrical blastomeres and the % fragmentation in fresh cleavage stage embryos have been negatively correlated with implantation rate (IR) \[[@CR9]\] and positively correlated with the incidence of aneuploidy \[[@CR24]--[@CR27]\]. However, using a computer based morphometric analysis --that calculates both embryo symmetry and fragmentation based on individual blastomere volume and total cell volume (TCV) \[[@CR28]\] --we did not observe any effect of neither symmetry (\>50%) nor fragmentation (\<40%) on IR in FET \[[@CR29]\]. Yet, due to the fact that cryopreservation media cause exchange of water and medium through the cell membrane \[[@CR8], [@CR30]\] and because of the different concentration of cryoprotectants present in slow freezing and vitrification media \[[@CR30]\], we hypothesize that TCV might influence differently the survival of slow frozen-thawed embryos than of vitrified-warmed embryos. Using morphometric evaluation we have previously shown that, indeed, vitrification can induce both an increase or decrease of TCV after warming, \[[@CR29]\] and in fresh cycles, TCV has been associated with IR \[[@CR28]\]. Currently, the effect of morphometric parameters on survival and IR after cryopreservation is still unexplored.

After thawing or warming, embryos are also morphologically evaluated. Two characteristics are routinely used: 1) the number of blastomeres survived and 2) the presence of mitosis resumption after overnight culture \[[@CR8]\]. The IR is positively correlated with the number of blastomeres survived \[[@CR21], [@CR29], [@CR31]\], even though there may be no difference in IR once at least 75% of blastomeres have survived \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. At the same time, the IR is positively correlated with the presence of mitosis resumption \[[@CR21], [@CR32], [@CR33]\] even if the embryo has degenerated blastomeres after thawing or warming \[[@CR6], [@CR22]\]. In addition, we have previously observed that if compaction occurs during 20-24 h of overnight culture, there is no detrimental effect of the number of blastomeres degenerated after vitrification-warming on IR \[[@CR29]\]. Despite the fact that the correlation between the number of blastomeres survived and the presence of mitosis resumption with IR in FET cycles has been extensively studied, the specific timing of mitosis resumption and compaction in cleavage stage embryos after thawing or warming has never been described and, more importantly, has never been related to IR in FET cycles. In concordance with the aforementioned hypothesis, the different composition and concentration of cryoprotectants in slow freezing compared to vitrification media \[[@CR8], [@CR30]\] might aswell have a different effect on the cell cycle recovery. Thus, we hypothesize that the time to mitosis resumption and time to compaction depends on the freezing method, and that this time interval may be shorter for embryos whose implantation leads to a pregnancy. Besides, the reported embryo TCV change caused by vitrification media \[[@CR29]\] raises the question of whether slow freezing media also causes TCV change and, if contrarily to vitrification \[[@CR29]\], has an effect on IR.

Importantly, morphometric and morphokinetic evaluation of cleavage stage embryos present several advantages compared to standard manual evaluation. As well as being non-invasive methods, they allow evaluation without time restriction \[[@CR34]\] and reduce intra- and inter-observer variability \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. The benefits of applying these available technologies to cryopreserved embryos is scarcely explored and might help to improve the outcome of FET cycles by adapting the quality evaluation criteria of frozen-thawed/vitrified-warmed embryos.

The aims of this study are first, to describe and compare morphometric (TCV, symmetry and fragmentation) and morphokinetic (time to mitosis and time to compaction) parameters between slow frozen-thawed and vitrified-warmed cleavage stage embryos, and second, to determine their effect in embryo survival and IR after thawing/warming.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Patient and embryo selection {#Sec3}
----------------------------

In this study, we used two different datasets: one set to measure morphometric parameters and the other set to measure morphokinetic parameters (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Number of embryos and characteristics in the databases used in this study. Emrbyos in dataset 1 were used for measurement of morphometric characteristics both during fresh culture and after thawing/warming. Embryos in dataset 2 were used for measurement of morphokinetic parameters after thawing/warmingSlow frozen\
N (%)Vitrified\
N (%)Total\
N (%)Embyos in dataset 1FreshTotal159127286Survived\
(Survived / Total)79 (49.7)112 (88.2)191 (66.8)Not recovered\
(Not recovered / Total)8 (5.0)1 (0.8)9 (3.1)Compacted at freezing\
(Compacted at freezing / Survived + Not survived)14 (9.3)8 (6.3)22 (7.9)Transferred\
(Transferred / Survived)76 (96.2)108 (96.4)184 (96.3)Implanted\
(Implanted/ Transferred)13 (17.1)20 (18.5)33 (17.9)Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation\
(Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation / Transferred)71 (93.4)89 (82.4)160 (86.9)Implanted^a^\
(Implanted / Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation)8 (11.3)10 (11.2)18 (11.2)After thawing/warmingTotal^b^\
(Total evaluated / Survived)52 (65.8)83 (74.1)135 (70.7)Compacted after thawing or warming\
(Compacted after thawing or warming / Total evaluated)0 (0.0)3 (3.6)3 (2.2)Compacted after overnight culture\
(Compacted after overnight culture / Total evaluated)14 (26.9)50 (60.2)64 (47.4)Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation\
(Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation among total evaluated / Total evaluated)48 (92.3)65 (78.3)113 (83.7)Implanted^c^\
(Implanted/ Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation)6 (12.5)9 (13.8)15 (13.3)Embryos in dataset 2After thawing/warmingTotal355590Intact\
(Intact/Total)18 (51.4)40 (72.7)58 (64.4)Resumed mitosis\
(Resumed mitosis/Total)22 (62.8)45 (81.8)67 (74.4)Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation\
(Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation / Total)35 (100)47 (85.4)82 (91.1)Implanted\
(Implanted / Transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation)4 (11.4)10 (18.2)14 (17.1)^a^N implanted embryos among embryos transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation^b^Only survived embryos from which multilevel images were available after thawing or warming could be analyzed for morphometrics after thawing or warming^c^N implanted embryos among evaluated embryos after thawing/warming transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation

The first dataset (dataset 1) included 286 thawed/warmed embryos belonging to 109 patients who participated in a randomized control trial (RCT) comparing slow freezing versus vitrification with respect to live birth per embryo thawed/warmed \[[@CR16]\]. Thus, morphometric parameters were measured from a total of 159 slow frozen embryos and 127 vitrified embryos (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The embryos were thawed/warmed between April 2012 and July 2014 in 163 FET cycles. Patient characteristics related to these embryos are described in Debrock et al., 2015 \[[@CR16]\]. Briefly, only patients undergoing their first in vitro fertilization (IVF) cycle and younger than 40 years old were included. Cycles with PGD, oocyte reception or frozen/thawed oocytes were excluded.

The second dataset (dataset 2) included 90 thawed and survived embryos (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) belonging to 70 patients who were treated during 77 FET cycles between July 2013 and August 2014, and who did not participate in the RCT mentioned above \[[@CR16]\]. Thus, morphokinetic parameters were measured in a total of 35 slow frozen embryos and 55 vitrified embryos. Since in our lab the time lapse culture of thawed/warmed embryo is not incorporated in routine practice, and since our time lapse incubator (TLI) only provides place for two dishes (i.e. only the embryos from two patients could be recorded at the same time) we had to prospectively select which thawed/warmed embryos to culture in TLI. For that, we firstly excluded patients older than 40 years old, cycles with PGD, oocyte reception or frozen oocytes. Secondly, in case more than two patients were eligible for the study on the same day, we selected for TLI culture the thawed/warmed embryos of the two patients that had undergone the lowest number of fresh cycles previous to the current FET cycle.

All procedures were performed according to the Helsinki declaration on Human Experimentation. This study is in the frame of an approved project by the Commission for Medical Ethics of the University Hospital Leuven (approval reference number S55685) and the registered clinical trial (NCT02639715).

Fresh cycle {#Sec4}
-----------

In fresh cycles, ovarian stimulation and luteal supplementation were performed as described by Debrock et al., 2010 \[[@CR37]\]. Oocyte retrieval (OR), insemination and embryo culture were carried out as in Debrock et al., 2015 \[[@CR16]\]. Embryos were evaluated for fertilization on day 1 after OR (16-20 h after insemination/injection), and for quality on day 2 (41-44 h after insemination/injection) and day 3 (66-71 h after insemination/injection). Embryo quality was assessed using the manual scoring system of the Leuven University Fertility Centre which is based on the visual evaluation of the number and size of blastomeres and the degree of fragmentation \[[@CR34]\]. At each evaluation moment, multilevel images of each embryo composed of 40 different focal planes were taken using Fertimorph Software (CellCura Software Solutions Copenhagen, Denmark) in order to perform image analysis retrospectively. On day 3, one or two embryos were chosen for transfer --according to the Belgian law \[[@CR38]\]-- based on the manual scoring system. Supernumerary embryos were cryopreserved on day 3 after OR if the embryos had at least 6 blastomeres, contained ≤25% fragmentation and had symmetrical to slight asymmetrical blastomeres (\<50% size difference).

Embryo cryopreservation {#Sec5}
-----------------------

Two commercially available media were used: EmbryoStore Freeze (Gynemed, Lensahn, Germany) --with 1,2-propanediol and 0.1 M Sucrose as cryoprotectant -- for slow freezing, and Vit Kit®--Freeze (Irvine Scientific, Newtownmountkennedy, Ireland) -- with dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO)-ethylene glycol (EG)-sucrose as cryoprotectant --for vitrification. Both cryopreservation methods were performed following manufacturer's protocol as described previously \[[@CR16]\]. Slow frozen embryos were loaded into high security straws, introduced in a programmable freezer until −150 °C were reached. Then, they were plunged into liquid nitrogen. Vitrified embryos were loaded into CBS-VIT-High Security straws (CBS, Cryo Bio System, L'Aigle, France) and plunged directly into liquid nitrogen. Embryos were further stored in vapour phase nitrogen container.

FET cycles, embryo evaluation and cryopreservation {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------

Thawed/warmed embryos were transferred in natural cycles, stimulated cycles (gonadotrophin or clomiphene citrate) or hormonal replacement cycles as foresaid \[[@CR39]\]. Straws were thawed/warmed following manufacturer's protocol --EmbryoStore Thaw (Gynemed, Lensahn, Germany) and Vit Kit®-Thaw (Irvine Scientific, Newtownmountkennedy, Ireland) for slow frozen and for vitrified embryos respectively-- until the number of survived embryos was equal to the number of requested embryos for transfer. A maximum of two embryos were replaced as determined by Belgian law \[[@CR40]\].

After thawing/warming, embryos were cultured overnight in GM501 medium (Gynemed, Lensahn, Germany) under mineral oil (Gynemed) at 37 °C, pH 7.25--7.35 in a standard incubator (Sanyo MCO-20AIC, Osaka, Japan) or in a TLI (ASTEC Penguin incubator, Fukuoka, Japan). Embryo quality was assessed immediately after thawing/warming to evaluate survival, and after 22-24 h overnight culture to evaluate mitosis resumption. Embryos were considered survived if they had ≥50% of cells intact immediately after thawing. Embryos were considered intact if 100% of the blastomeres had survived. Mitosis resumption was defined as an increase of the number of blastomeres of the survived embryos after 20-24 h of overnight culture. No selection was performed in the thawed/warmed embryos for transfer. Thus, all embryos with or without mitosis resumption were transferred.

Computer based morphometric analysis of embryos before and after cryopreservation and after overnight culture {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multilevel images that were taken before cryopreservation (on day 1 and day 3) and after thawing/warming (immediately after thawing/warming and again after overnight culture) were analysed using Fertimorph Software (CellCura Software Solutions Copenhagen, Denmark). This software calculates the TCV of the embryo based on the manual drawing of the two diameters of every blastomere \[[@CR34]\]. Embryos with compaction could not be measured for morphometrics and resulted in missing values. In the measured embryos, the criteria to differentiate a blastomere and a fragment were based on the findings by Hnida et al. \[[@CR41]\] and Johansson et al. \[[@CR42]\]. A blastomere should be ≥40 μm on day 3 when the embryo has ≤8 blastomeres. When the embryo had \>8 blastomeres, the minimum diameter for a blastomere was established as 35 μm.

Afterwards, TCV was used to calculate % of fragmentation and % blastomere symmetry as described in detail previously by Fernandez Gallardo et al., 2016 \[[@CR29]\]. In summary, fragmentation was defined as the remaining volume (%) after substracting TCV~Day3~ to TCV~Day1~, thus, a bigger difference between TCV~Day1~ and TCV~Day3~ of the same embryo, results in higher % fragmentation. At the same time, symmetry was defined as the TCV similarity (%) between the biggest and the smallest blastomere of the embryo, thus, the higher the % of symmetry, the more similar is the size of the blastomeres.

Morphokinetic analysis of thawed/warmed embryos during overnight culture {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

After thawing/warming, selected embryos were cultured overnight in the TLI for a minimum of 19 h and a maximum of 26 h. The time-lapse monitoring system used was ASTEC Penguin incubator (ASTEC Co., Fukuoka, Japan). The imaging system has a red LED as light source (620-630 nm wavelength) and consists in a CCM sensor camera unit connected to 10X phase contrast objective. The camera has a resolution of 1.4 megapixels and the size of the observed area is 640 μm × 480 μm. Every 5 min, images of each embryo were taken at 11 different focal planes separated by 10 μm. The time of illumination of each embryo at each time point was 467 msec. Images were visualized with an in-house built software that allowed to scroll the images through focal plane and through time point as well as to mark events in time and extract the data in timestamp format (i.e. date, hour and minute). This enabled the recording of two parameters for each embryo: time to mitosis resumption, which was defined as the time between the time of thawing and the time when the first cell cleavage was finished, and time to compaction, which was defined as the time between the time of thawing and the time when the membrane fusion of the first two (or more) blastomeres in the thawed/warmed embryo could be visualized.

Study design and statistical analysis {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------

### Morphometrics {#Sec10}

During fresh culture, morphometric characteristics (TCV, symmetry, fragmentation and number of blastomeres) of 286 thawed/warmed embryos were measured. Then, using linear regression, survived vs not survived embryos and implanted vs not implanted embryos were compared for each of the morphometric characteristics measured during fresh culture. Likewise, after thawing/warming, morphometric characteristics (TCV, symmetry and number of blastomeres) of 135 survived embryos were measured. Then, vitrified vs slow frozen embryos and implanted vs not implanted embryos were compared using linear regression for each of the morphometric characteristics measured after thawing/warming. To compare implanted vs not implanted embryos, only those transferred in single embryo transfers (SET) and double embryo transfer (DET) with either 0% or 100% implantation were included (*n* = 160 before freezing and *n* = 113 after thawing/warming) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Since the dataset contains multiple embryos for the same patient, a random intercept was used for each subject to account for data clustering. Before interpreting *P*-values (α = 0.05) Bonferroni-Holm method was used per freezing method to correct for multiple testing. All statistical tests were performed using SAS software.

### Morphokinetics {#Sec11}

Morphokinetic characteristics after thawing/warming (time to mitosis and time to compaction) from 90 embryos were described using reverse Kaplan-Meier curves and were compared between slow frozen and vitrified embryos, between intact and not intact embryos and between implanted and not implanted embryos. Only embryos transferred in SET or in DET with 0% or 100% implantation were used to compare implanted vs not implanted embryos (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Groups were compared using clustered logrank test \[[@CR43]\]. Since the dataset contains multiple embryos from the same patient, hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were based on simple random effects Cox proportional hazards regression models, modelling mother as random effect to account for data clustering. All statistical tests were performed using SAS software.

Results {#Sec12}
=======

Morphometric parameters during fresh culture of cryopreserved embryos {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

### Survived vs not survived {#Sec14}

In total, 159 slow frozen embryos and 127 vitrified embryos were thawed/warmed with a survival rate of 49.7% and 88.2%, respectively. Embryos that were not recovered after thawing/warming (8/159 and 1/127 respectively) were excluded from the analysis. Moreover, morphometric parameters from embryos that were compacted at freezing could not be measured (14/151 slow frozen and 8/126 vitrified embryos). Thus, in this analysis, 137 slow frozen (71 survived and 66 not survived) and 118 vitrified embryos (104 survived and 14 not survived) were included (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Morphometric parameters before freezing are described for survived and not survived embryos in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. In slow frozen embryos, logistic regression shows no differences between survived and not survived embryos regarding any of the measured parameters during fresh culture (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In vitrified embryos, survived embryos had larger TCV (95% CI = 7159 μm^3^ to 112,858 μm^3^, *p* = 0.026), less % fragmentation (95% CI = −11.3% to 0.20%, *p* = 0.058) and less % blastomere symmetry (95% CI = −9.72% to −0.15%, *p* = 0.04) during fresh culture compared to not survived embryos, but these differences lost statistical significance after Bonferroni-Holm correction.Table 2Morphometric parameters during fresh culture before slow freezing or vitrification for survived and not survived embryos in dataset 1. Differences between survived and not survived embryos were calculated for each parameter using linear regression (95% CI and *p* values)Freezing method*Parameter*Survived\
Mean ± SDNot survived\
Mean ± SDCoefficient\
survived vs\
not survived95% CIPSlow freezing*n*71^b^66^c^*TCV, μm* ^*3*^715,113 ± 86,190719,250 ± 98,140−1309−30,401 to 27,7830.9289*N blastomeres*8.2 ± 1.98.1 ± 1.30.02−0.55 to 0.590.9371*% Fragmentation* ^*a*^13.7 ± 10.215.0 ± 9.6−0.88−4.25 to 2.490.6040*% Symmetry*73.5 ± 8.271.1 ± 9.22.32−0.63 to 5.280.1218Vitrification*n*104^d^14*TCV, μm* ^*3*^727,513 ± 101,655688,627 ± 112,49960,0087159 to 112,8580.0267*N blastomeres*8.2 ± 1.88.9 ± 2.4−0.19−1.24 to 0.860.7164*% Fragmentation*14.0 ± 10.019.3 ± 10.8−5.55−11.3 to 0.200.0584*% Symmetry*72.4 ± 8.676.8 ± 6.8−4.93−9.72 to −0.150.0435Random intercept correction was used to account for clusteringBonferroni-Holm method was used per freezing method to correct for multiple testing^a^1 embryo excluded because ≤ − 20% fragmentationNo morphometrics could be analyzed in compacted embryos^b^8/79 embryos were compacted at evaluation^c^6/72 embryos were compacted at evaluation^d^8/112 embryos were compacted at evaluation

### Implanted vs not implanted {#Sec15}

A total of 184/286 survived embryos were transferred (76 slow frozen and 108 vitrified) with an overall implantation rate per embryo transferred of 17.1% for slow freezing and 18.5% for vitrification. Only embryos transferred in SET or in DET with 0% or 100% implantation (*n* = 160; 71 slow frozen and 89 vitrified) were used for further analysis, with implantation rates of 8/71 (11.3%) and 10/89 (11.2%) for the slow frozen group and the vitrified group, respectively (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Morphometric parameters during fresh culture of implanted and not implanted embryos are described Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Morphometrics could not be measured in compacted embryos (15/160). While implanted and not implanted embryos did not differ in any characteristic in the vitrification group, implanted embryos had significantly higher number of blastomeres at freezing than not implanted embryos in the slow frozen group (95% CI = 0.93 to 3.68, *p* = 0.002) (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Morphometric parameters during fresh culture before slow freezing or vitrification for implanted and not implanted embryos in dataset 1. Differences between implanted and not implanted embryos were calculated for each parameter using linear regression (95% CI and *p* values)Freezing method*Parameter*Implanted\
Mean ± SDNot implanted\
Mean ± SDCoefficient\
implanted vs\
not implanted95% CIPSlow freezing*n*855^a^*TCV, μm* ^*3*^771,018 ± 96,123710,644 ± 83,17754,663−11,047 to 120,3720.0992*N blastomeres*9.6 ± 3.07.9 ± 1.52.310.93 to 3.680.0020\**% Fragmentation*8.6 ± 7.114.1 ± 10.6−5.31−13.4 to 2.810.1906*% Symmetry*73.1 ± 4.973.9 ± 8.2−1.00−7.19 to 5.190.7418Vitrification*n*1072^b^*TCV, μm* ^*3*^738,603 ± 94,544718,841 ± 1,037,16712,538−55,655 to 80,7300.7120*N blastomeres*8.7 ± 2.88.1 ± 1.70.81−0.47 to 2.100.2073*% Fragmentation*13.8 ± 8.414.6 ± 10.3−0.85−7.76 to 6.060.8049*% Symmetry*72.1 ± 9.772.2 ± 8.8−0.29−6.45 to 5.860.9234Random intercept correction was used to account for clustering\*Statistically significant (at 5% alpha level) using the Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple testingNo morphometrics could be analyzed in compacted embryos^a^8/63 were compacted at evaluation^b^7/79 were compacted at evaluation

Morphometric parameters after thawing/warming of survived embryos {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

### Slow frozen vs. vitrified {#Sec17}

Morphometric parameters were evaluated in 52/79 survived embryos after slow freezing/thawing and in 83/112 survived embryos after vitrification/warming. Due to missing images after thawing/warming 27/79 embryos and 29/112 embryos were excluded, respectively. Morphometrics could not be measured in compacted embryos (*n* = 3 after thawing; *n* = 64 after overnight culture). Among the survived embryos with available images (52 slow frozen and 83 vitrified), the intact survival rate was 42.3% after slow freezing and 74.7% after vitrification (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the description of morphometric parameters after thawing and after overnight culture for both freezing methods. Linear regression showed that TCV decreases during the culture after thawing (95% CI = −102,621 μm^3^ to -27,468 μm^3^, *p* = 0.0008), while the number of blastomeres increases (95% CI = 0.89 to 2.26, p = \<0.0001) however none of the *p* values was significant after correcting for multiple testing. Moreover, slow frozen embryos showed significantly lower TCV (95% CI = −193,476 μm^3^ to −92,686 μm^3^, *p* \< 0.0001) and significantly higher blastomere symmetry (95% CI = 0.77% to 7.18%, *p* = 0.01) after thawing compared to vitrified embryos (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, number of blastomeres was comparable between the two groups (95% CI = −2.05 to 0.09, *p* = 0.07).Table 4Morphometric parameters after thawing for survived slow frozen and vitrified embryos in dataset 1. Differences between survived slow frozen and vitrified embryos, and between day of evaluation, were calculated for each parameter using linear regression (95% CI and p values)Day of\
measurementSlow frozen\
Mean ± SDVitrified\
Mean ± SDCoefficient (95%CI)\
Freezing method*P* value\
Freezing methodCoefficient (95% CI)\
DayP value\
DayN embryos52 ^a^80 ^b,\ c^TCV (μm^3^)At thaw/warming550,798 ± 162,603702,510 ± 12,793−143,081\
(193,476 to −92,686)\<0.0001\*−65,045\
(−102,621 to −27,468)0.0008After O/N culture505,520 ± 144,231607,813 ± 89,982Blastomeres (n)At thaw/warming7.1 ± 2.68.3 ± 2.3−0.98\
(−2.05 to 0.09)0.07291.58\
(0.89 to 2.26)\<0.0001After O/N culture8.5 ± 3.49.6 ± 3.0Symmetry (%)At thaw/warming76.4 ± 8.772.4 ± 9.63.97\
(0.77 to 7.18)0.0155\*−6.46\
(−8.82 to −4.09)\<0.0001After O/N culture70.5 ± 8.966.4 ± 6.7\*Statistically significant (at 5% alpha level) using the Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple testing to test for any difference between slow frozen and vitrified embryosRandom intercept correction was used to account for clustering^a^14/52 embryos were compacted after overnight culture^b^3/83 embryos were compacted after thawing^c^50/83 embryos were compacted after overnight culture

### Implanted vs. not implanted {#Sec18}

From the 135 embryos analysed for morphometric characteristics after thawing/warming (52 slow frozen and 83 vitrified) only 48 slow frozen and 65 vitrified were transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation, with IRs of 6/48 (12.5%) and 9/65 (13.8%) in the slow frozen group and in the vitrification group, respectively (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Due to the high number of compacted embryos after overnight culture, whose morphometric parameters could not be measured, only measurements after thawing/warming are included in this analysis, but not measurements after overnight culture. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} contains morphometric parameters after thawing/warming and linear regression results. Implanted and not implanted embryos did not show any significant difference regarding any of the measured parameters either after slow freezing or vitrification. In the slow frozen group, borderline *p*-values resulted from comparing TCV (95% CI = −271,131 μm^3^ to 1689 μm^3^, *p* = 0.05) and number of blastomeres (95% CI = −0.1 to 4.5, p = 0.05) of implanted and not implanted embryos.Table 5Morphometric parameters after thawing/warming for implanted and not implanted embryos in dataset 1. Differences between implanted and not implanted embryos were calculated for each parameter using linear regression (95% CI and p values)Freezing method*Parameter*Implanted\
Mean ± SDNot implanted\
Mean ± SDCoefficient\
implanted vs\
not implanted95% CIP*n*642Slow freezing*TCV, μm* ^*3*^666,658 ± 167,567531,951 ± 143,637134,721−1689 to 271,1310.0526*N blastomeres*9.0 ± 2.56.8 ± 2.42.2−0.1 to 4.50.0557*% Symmetry*75.0 ± 7.277.1 ± 9.2−1.9−10.3 to 6.60.6465*n*953^a^Vitrification*TCV, μm* ^*3*^729,666 ± 102,954693,512 ± 137,50724,599−76,439 to 125,6380.6219*N blastomeres*9.4 ± 2.88.2 ± 2.41.2−0.6 to 3.10.1883*% Symmetry*67.4 ± 9.371.5 ± 9.6−4.0−10.9 to 2.80.2364Random intercept correction was used to account for clusteringBonferroni-Holm method was used per freezing method to correct for multiple testingNo morphometrics could be analyzed in compacted embryos^a^3 embryos were compacted after thawing

Morphokinetic characteristics after thawing/warming {#Sec19}
---------------------------------------------------

Time to mitosis resumption and time to compaction was measured in 90 survived embryos after cryopreservation (dataset 2: 35 slow frozen and 55 vitrified). From those, 82 embryos were transferred in SET or DET with 0% or 100% implantation, and were used to compare implanted (*n* = 14) and not implanted embryos (*n* = 68) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Reverse Kaplan-Meier curves show the proportion of embryos with mitosis resumption and with compaction along the time, separately for type of freezing, intact/not intact and implanted/not implanted (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The proportion of embryos with mitosis resumption and compaction, the median time to reach both characteristics and the logrank test HR (95% CI) and *P* values are collected in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. Reverse Kaplan-Meier curves show that vitrified embryos resume mitosis (*p* = 0.02) and start compaction earlier (*p* = 0.0001) than slow frozen embryos. When comparing intact and not intact embryos reverse Kaplan-Meier curves, intact embryos showed a significantly earlier mitosis resumption i (*p* = 0.03) and a trend towards earlier compaction (*p* = 0.06). In contrast, implanted and not implanted embryos did not reach significant difference in neither the time to mitosis nor the time to compaction.Fig. 1Reverse Kaplan-Meier curves for time to mitosis resumption and time to compaction after thawing/warming of human cryopreserved embryos in dataset 2. The groups of vitrified and slow frozen embryos, of intact and not intact embryos and of implanted and non-implanted embryos were compared for both morphokinetic characteristics. Clustered log rank test p-values indicated a significantly faster mitosis resumption (*p* = 0.0185) and faster compaction (p = 0.0001) in vitrified embryos compared to slow frozen, and significantly faster mitosis resumption in intact embryos compared to not intact (p = 0.03). All other comparissons showed no significant differences Table 6Morphokinetic characteristics of human cryopreserved embryos after thawing/warming in dataset 2. *P*-values are based on a clustered logrank test. Hazard ratios and 95% CIs are based on simple random effects Cox proportional hazards regression models, modeling mother as random effectN cells at freezing\
mean±SDMitosis resumption\
N (%)Hours to mitosis resumption\
MedianHR95% CIPCompaction\
N (%)Hours to Compaction\
MedianHR95% CIPAll embryos8.1±1.567 (74)9.942 (47)NAType of freezing Slow freezing8.0±1.622 (63)13.10.490.27 to 0.880.01858 (23)NA0.220.10 to 0.510.0001 Vitrification8.1±1.545 (82)7.634 (62)18.1Intact No8.1±1.721 (66)14.61.861.04 to 3.310.033511 (34)NA2.281.03 to 5.050.0638 Yes8.1±1.446 (79)7.631 (53)20.1Implanted No8.2±1.747 (69)11.5ncnc0.206227 (40)NAncnc0.1345 Yes7.6±0.613 (93)7.29 (64)17.6*Nc* not computed because the model did not converge*NA* median time cannot be computed as less than half of the embryos reached the outcome

Discussion {#Sec20}
==========

Morphometric and morphokinetic evaluation of in vitro cultured human embryos allow evaluation without time restriction \[[@CR34]\] and reduce intra- and inter-observer variability \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Even though these technologies have been reported to improve cleavage stage embryo quality evaluation during fresh culture \[[@CR34], [@CR44]\], the advantages that they confer in the evaluation of cryopreserved embryos have been scarcely explored. For the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we investigate the differences between slow frozen and vitrified embryos with respect to TCV and symmetry --measured using computer assisted morphometrics after cryopreservation-- as well as to time to mitosis resumption and time to compaction --observed during 19-26 h of overnight culture in TLI. In addition, we studied the effect of the aforementioned parameters with survival after thawing/warming and/or IR in FET cycles. We found that vitrified embryos did resume mitosis and start compaction significantly earlier than slow frozen embryos, and the same trend was observed in implanted embryos compared to not implanted embryos. In contrast to our hypothesis, among all the morphometric and morphokinetic parameters evaluated, only number of blastomeres at cryopreservation was found to be significantly related to IR in slow frozen embryos, and none of the other parameters studied were related to either survival or IR after thawing/warming.

Currently, the key performance indicators of cleavage stage embryo cryopreservation are survival rate, intact survival rate and mitosis resumption rate \[[@CR8]\]. Survival and intact survival have different benchmark values for the two cryopreservation techniques, being 60% and 40% respectively for slow freezing and 85% and 70%, for vitrification \[[@CR8]\]. In our study, survival and intact survival rates surpassed the benchmark level, both for slow freezing (49.7% and 42.3%) and for vitrification (88.2% and 74.7%). For mitosis resumption rate, as well as for IR, the guidelines establish a ≤ 10% of maximum decrease in relation to the comparable fresh embryo population. In our clinic, fresh transfers are performed on day 3, so there is no available day 3 - day 4 fresh embryo population to compare with. Nevertheless, our mitosis resumption rate (76.9% for slow freezing and 92.8% for vitrification) and our IR (17.1% for slow freezing and 18.5% for vitrification) are comparable to previous studies \[[@CR6], [@CR16], [@CR19]\]. In summary, the cryopreserved embryo cohort presented in this study reaches the quality benchmarks established by experts.

Previous studies that report the positive association between presence of mitosis resumption after thawing/warming and IR \[[@CR6], [@CR21], [@CR29], [@CR33]\] are based on a single observation of the embryos. In the present study, by observing the embryo development under time lapse, we could describe the time of mitosis resumption as well as the time to compaction, delivering novel information about embryo development after thawing/warming. Timings of the first embryo cell divisions have been previously described only in fresh embryos e.g., the cleavage from 5 to 8 cells takes 40 ± 10 min, the interphase in 8 cells lasts for 23 ± 1 h and the cleavage from 8 to 16 cells takes 55 ± 15 min \[[@CR45]\]. The fact that our cohort contains embryos at different cell stages -- i.e. cleaving from 6 to 8 cells or from 8 to 16 cells -- complicates the determination of an expected cleavage timing after thawing/warming based on the findings in fresh embryos. Nevertheless, the fact that slow frozen embryos have a lower mitosis resumption rate \[[@CR6], [@CR16], [@CR19]\] supports our finding that slow frozen embryos take double the time as vitrified embryos to resume mitosis or to start compaction (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, timings described in fresh embryos suggest that embryos frozen at the 8-cell stage might take longer time to resume mitosis compared to embryos in other cell stages. Future studies could investigate the importance of the cell stage at freezing related to the time to mitosis resumption. With time lapse, we could also observe that embryos with at least one cell damaged cleave significantly later than embryos that survive intact, regardless of the freezing method (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). Even though these timings were significantly different between slow freezing and vitrification and between intact and not intact embryos, we could not confirm a significant effect of time to mitosis resumption and time to compaction on IR, perhaps due to the small embryo cohort remaining after excluding the embryos transferred in DET with 50% implantation (*n* = 82). It would be interesting to evaluate the clinical use of time to mitosis resumption in cryopreserved embryos with larger studies.

In contrast to our hypothesis, morphometric parameters of cleavage stage embryos both before cryopreservation and after thawing/warming, were neither related to survival nor to IR. We previously described, for a bigger cohort of vitrified embryos, that IR was not related to any of the morphometric parameters (symmetry, fragmentation and TCV) measured after warming \[[@CR29]\]. We describe now that these measurements might neither improve the evaluation of slow frozen embryos nor the selection of embryos for cryopreservation. Interestingly, the only morphological parameter related to IR in the present embryo cohort was the number of blastomeres at cryopreservation, and only when using slow freezing method. This again confirms the widely described inferior intact survival rate of slow frozen embryos compared to vitrified ones \[[@CR6], [@CR16], [@CR19]\]. In this regard, in case of using slow freezing, embryos should be frozen only if they have at least 8 cells whereas vitrification has proven to be successful with lower blastomeres number \[[@CR29]\].

Despite the fact that we could not describe any new parameter to evaluate at the embryo selection for cryopreservation or for transfer after thawing/warming, we did reveal differences between slow frozen and vitrified embryos. After thawing, besides a significantly lower TCV -- due to the lower intact survival rate of slow freezing --, slow frozen embryos had higher blastomere symmetry compared to vitrified embryos, which was not present before cryopreservation. In fact, the symmetry in embryos selected for cryopreservation is high (\>70%) because the majority are in 8-cell stage. Eight cell embryos have the most symmetrical blastomeres, together with 2, and 4 cells \[[@CR46]\]. Even though slow frozen/thawed embryos have a higher number of blastomeres degenerated, we expect that blastomeres maintain the size, and thus, remain symmetrical. Moreover, vitrified/warmed embryos have a higher mitosis resumption rate and compaction than slow frozen/thawed embryos \[[@CR6]\], which means that they grow over the 8-cell stage, lowering, therefore, the symmetry \[[@CR29], [@CR46]\].

Conclusion {#Sec21}
==========

Our study confirms that intact survival and mitosis resumption remain the most clinically important parameters in the evaluation of implantation potential of cryopreserved embryos, especially after slow freezing. Interestingly, vitrified/warmed embryos undergo mitosis resumption and compaction significantly earlier than slow frozen/thawed embryos. However, the clinical use of this morphokinetic parameters still remains to be investigated in larger studies. Unfortunately, morphometric characteristics do not improve the embryo evaluation after cryopreservation with none of the freezing methods.
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